Critical Legal Conference 2014: Programme (Final)

Thursday 4th September 2014

11.30 am – 12.45 pm  Registration  Fulton Building Foyer
12.45 pm – 12.55 pm  Welcome  Fulton Building Lecture Theatre A

1pm – 2.30pm  Parallel Streams 1

Stream: Law and Neoliberalism  Fulton Building Room 101
1pm – 2.30pm  Session 1 (Chair: Kenneth Veitch)

Julia Dehm
A Climate for Market Construction

Jessica Whyte
'State Phobia': The Post-Colonial State and the Politics of Human Rights

Josh Bowsher
Human Rights, Truth and Reconciliation, and the Neoliberal State: The Case of South Africa

Stream: Spatial Justice and Diaspora: Law, Chaos and Postcoloniality  Fulton Building Room 103
1pm – 2.30pm  Session 1 (Chair: Emma Patchett)

Anne Neylon
A spatial analysis of the precarious legal status of the refugee and the beneficiary of subsidiary protection under EU Law

Bahar Baser
Gezi Spirit in the Diaspora

Cait Storr
Riots Offshore: Rethinking the Australian Border

Stream: The Law and the Promise of a New World  Fulton Building Room 102
1pm – 2.30pm  Session 1 (Chair: Tom Frost)

Simon Jones
What is a corporation?

Anna Gumucho Ramberg
The Radical Potential, Politics and Ethics of (un)Certainty: Re-imagining the Invocations and Exclusions of Human Rights Discourse
**Paddy McDaid**
Revisiting the Permanence of the Theologico-Political

**Stream: Law’s Humanitarian Sentiments**  Fulton Building Room 107

1pm – 2.30pm  Session 1 (Chair: Stuart J. Murray)

*Marieke de Hoon*
The Politics of Attempting to Suspend Politics: Entrenching a Morality Politics of the Righteous in the Construction of the Crime of Aggression

*Sara Kendall*
‘Legal humanitarianism’: Critiquing International Criminal Law’s Restorative Turn

*Shane Chalmers*
'A tower of strength’—justice and force in the rule of law of Liberia

**Stream: General stream**  Fulton Building Room 113

1pm – 2.30pm  Session 1 (Chair: Bal Sokhi-Bulley)

*Ed Kirton Darling*
The tame death made savage: the deodand & the family

*Marc L. Roark*
Homelessness at the Cathedral

*Anna Chadwick*
Financial speculation and the global food crisis 2007-now. What role for law?

**Stream: General stream**  Fulton Building Room 114

1pm – 2.30pm  Session 2 (Chair: Richard Bowyer)

*Christian Garland*
Inflicting the Structural Violence of the Market: Workfare and Underemployment to Discipline the Reserve of Army Labour

*Liam McHugh-Russell*
Rethinking the Capital Turn

*Amir Paz-Fuchs*
Workfare Revisited: Labours Love’s Lost

**Stream: General Stream**  Fulton Building Room 202

1pm – 2.30pm  Session 4 (Chair: Craig Lind)

*Verona Ní Drisceoil*
Law, Language and Identity in Northern Ireland: An ongoing struggle to find consensus

*Cecilia Caballero Lois and Caroline Ferri*
June Journeys in Brazil: how can we explain?
Mustafa Yayali
Democratisation and “Legitimacy crises”: The hurdles which Turkey takes on the road to democracy (transparency)

Stream: Ideology, Hegemony and Law: An East/West Perspective Fulton Building Room 104
1pm – 2.30pm Session 1 (Chair: Rafał Mańko)
Adam Sulikowski
The Polish Constitutional Court and the hegemony of neoliberalism: A critical approach

Sergey Korolev
Two Concepts of Ideology and an Ideal Type of ‘Kelsenian Federation’

Kei Kusuke Mark Abe
Contradictions of Japanese Judicial Activism: Rule of Law at Last or Rule of Law Lost?

Yulia Rudt [via skype]
Ideology in Modern Russian Constitutional Practice

Stream: Critiquing Crime Fulton Building Room 106
1pm – 2.30pm Session 1 (Chair: Abenaa Owusu-Bempah)

David Gurnham
Reasoning from the the norm to the fact: a critique of feminist framings of sexual offending

Tanya Palmer
Re-Negotiating Sex and Sexual Violation in the Criminal Law

Penny Crofts
Bystanders and Responsibility: Institutional failures in response to child sexual abuse

2.40pm - 4.10pm Parallel Streams 2

Stream: Law and Neoliberalism Fulton Building Room 101
2.40pm - 4.10pm Session 2 (Chair: Toomas Kotkas)

Chris Butler
State Power and Authoritarian Neoliberalism

Henrique Carvalho
The Liberal Imaginary of Criminal Justice

Kai Heron
Making Fracking Possible
Stream: Spatial Justice and Diaspora: Law Chaos and Postcoloniality Fulton Building Room 103
2.40pm - 4.10pm Session 2 (Chairs: Emma Patchett and Sarah Keenan)

Eddie Bruce-Jones
The Administration of Diaspora: Time and Space as Colonial Franchise in Family Histories

Leif Dahlberg
Melancholic Face-Off. The Story of David Oluwale

Julia Reshchenko
“Solidarity marriage” for undocumented migrants: Between morality and crime?

Stream: The Law and the Promise of a New World Fulton Building Room 104
2.40pm - 4.10pm Session 2 (Chair: Tom Frost)

Ari Hirvonen
The Red Secret History

Angus McDonald
Mundane Messianic Millenarianism, Scottish Nationalism and Euro-scepticism

Tanzil Chowdhury
Law, Temporality, Dominance

Stream: Law’s Humanitarian Sentiments Fulton Building Room 107
2.40pm - 4.10pm Session 2 (Chair: Sara Kendall)

Stuart J. Murray and Tad Lemieux
Biopolitical Mor(t)alities: Canadian Law, Biomedicine, and Neocolonial Imaginaries in the Case of a Young First Nations Girl

Stacy Douglas
One Day: The Aesthetics of Liberal Legality

Gavin Sullivan
The Moral Economy of Targeted Sanctions and Calculus of Humanitarian Violence

Stream: Thinking Resistance Beyond Power, Violence…and Law? Fulton Building Room 113
2.40pm - 4.10pm Session 1 (Chair: James Connolly)

Yann Zoldan
How to survive to chaos: psychoanalysis and historical traumatism

Ryan Mitchell
Bartleby as Political Romantic or Partisan Ascetic?: The Metonymic Discipline of Standing “Before the Law” on Particular Soil

Mia Tamarin
Perverted Peace
Stream: Equity in Crisis  Fulton Building Room 114  
2.40pm - 4.10pm  
Session 1 (Chair: Nick Piška)  
Matt Stone  
Does Equity have an Ethical Authority?

Jan Patrick Oppermann  
Exscription and Equity, with reference to Jean-Luc Nancy

Rob Herian  
The Semblant Equity

Stream: General Stream  Fulton Building Room 201  
2.40pm - 4.10pm  
Session 5 (Chair: Chris Lloyd)  
Gilbert Leung  
Jean-Luc Nancy: The First Question of Law

Stephen Connelly  
Twice-Folded Capital: Leibniz, Deleuze and the Supervision of Compossibility

Richard Bowyer  
Foreclosure and psychosis in a global economic crisis

Stream: General Stream  Fulton Building Room 202  
2.40pm - 4.10pm  
Session 6 (Chair: Michael Kearney)  
Sylvie Namwase  
The Excessive Use of Force During Riot Control: Law Enforcement and Crimes Against Humanity Under the Rome Statute

Michele Farrell  
Rights as institutional and as anarchical: The ills of the former, thoughts on the latter

Michael Kearney  
An Anarchist Take on International Law

Stream: Ideology, Hegemony and Law: An East/West Perspective  Fulton Building Room 102  
2.40pm - 4.10pm  
Session 2 (Chair: Adam Sulikowski)  
Marija Bartl  
Internal Market Rationality, Private Law and the Direction of the Union: Resuscitating the Market as the Object of the Political

Rafał Mańko  
Consumo Ergo Sum: Ideological Interpellation in Private Law

Paulina Święcicka  
Constructing Ideological Hegemony on the Shoulders of Roman Jurists. From “Sublimation” to Naturalisation: Roman Law as a Building Brick of Ideological Hegemony
Stream: Critiquing Crime
Fulton Building Room 106

2.40pm - 4.10pm
Session 2 (Chair: Tanya Palmer)

Abenaa Owusu-Bempah
Hate Crime and the Administration of Justice - The case for repealing the aggravated offences

Holly Greenwood
Innocence Projects and investigating miscarriages of justice: a challenge to the criminal justice system?

Karen Brennan
The Medicalisation of Female Deviance: A study of infanticide in the Irish context

4.10pm - 4.30pm
Coffee Break
Fulton Building Foyer

4.30pm – 6.30pm
Plenary Session 1
Fulton Building Lecture Theatre A

(Chair: Tarik Kochi)

Denise Ferreira da Silva
Reading the Dead: A Method for the Critique of Global Capital

Mark Neocleous
The Universal Adversary Will Attack: Pigs, Pirates, Zombies, Satan and the Class War

Louiza Odysseos
Counter-conduct Through Human Rights

6.40pm – 10pm
Welcome drinks reception
Student Union Bar
Friday 5th September

9am - 10.30am Parallel Streams 3

Stream: The Law and the Promise of a New World Fulton Building Room 101

9am - 10.30am Session 2 (Chair: Tom Frost)

*Louis E. Wolcher*
The Ethics of Justice Without Illusions

*Thanos Zartaloudis*
The Problem of being outside the law

*Bill Bowring*
Against Revisionism and the ‘religious turn’

Stream: Law - Capital - Pacification Fulton Building Room 103

9am - 10.30am Session 1 (Chair: Stuart Schrader)

*Campbell Munro*
The Entangled Sovereignties of Airpolice – Mapping the Boundary Between the International and the Imperial

*Gülden Özcan*
Janus-Faced Pacification—War on Terror; Peace with Global Capital: The Case of post-1980 Turkey

*Ryan Toews*
Pacification, Accumulation, and US Counterinsurgency Doctrine

Stream: Spatial Justice and Diaspora: Law, Chaos and Postcoloniality Fulton Building Room 213

9am - 10.30am Session 3 (Chair: Sarah Keenan)

*Henry Jones*
Control stops at the shore: Lines in the Ocean and Citizens of the Sea

*Emma Patchett*
Excessive transjurisdictionalism: spaces of justice and states of exception

*Khaleelah Jones*
Local Lives, National Spaces: Conceptions of National Identity and Migration

*Jaco Barnard-Naude*
Post-colonial legal spatiality: Carl Schmitt’s Nomos and the discovery of a slave burial site at the University of Cape Town
Stream: Political Struggle and Performative Rights
Fulton Building Room 107
9am - 10.30am Session 1 (Chair: Louiza Odysseos)

Bal Sokhi-Bulley
Counter-conduct as Right and as Ethics

Ilan Wall
Right-ing

Lara Montesinos Coleman
Struggles, over rights: beyond discipline and indistinction

Stream: State in Situ? Rethinking the Trial
Fulton Building Room 113
9am - 10.30am Session 1 (Chair: Hannah Franzki)

Kelli Moore
The Chaos of Haptic Customs: Technologically Mediated Communication in the Domestic Violence Trial

Eva Nanopoulos
The Trial in Crisis: Re-conceptualising Objections to the Closed Material Procedure

Gilliane Williams
The Normalisation of the Secret Trial

Stream: Thinking Resistance Beyond Power, Violence…and Law?
Fulton Building Room 114
9am - 10.30am Session 2 (Chair: Ryan Mitchell)

Hemi Mistry
The Paradox of Dissent: Judicial Dissent and the Project of International Criminal Justice

Elisabetta Bertolino
Speaking in one’s voice: Resisting law’s order, objectification and violence in the case of commercial sex

James P Connolly
Addressing Force, Violence and Justification – The Essential Mediatory Characteristic of Legitimacy

Stream: The Symbolic Force of Law and Feminism. A Decolonial Perspective.
Fulton Building Room 201
9am - 10.30am Session 1 (Chair: Marinella Machado Araújo)

Marinella Machado Araújo
The symbolic dimension of law and feminism. A critical perspective from Brazil

Sara Paiola
The Politics of Motherhood: Relationality between Mothers. Challenging the Individualistic Concept of the ‘Subject’

Utkarsh Pratap and Akshat Singh Parmar
Sita to Nirbhaya: A Critical Socio-Legal Analysis
Stream: General Stream  Fulton Building Room 202

9am - 10.30am  Session 3 (Chair: Gilbert Leung)

Alexandra Kent
The War Goes On: the battle for property in Cambodia today

Benjamin Wardle
Freedom and Equality Through Capitalism is Bananas

HAN Peng
An Analysis of Anomie in China’s Social Transition

Christos Boukalas
Laws of Terror: Pre-empting Politics, Containing Crisis

Stream: Identity Politics and Human Rights  Fulton Building Room 203

9am – 10.30am  Session 2 (Chair: Nadine El-Enany)

Matthew Evans
Trade Unions as Human Rights Organisations

Bárbara Lobo
Affirmative Action in Higher Education in Brazil as a Tool in Promoting Equality and Combating Racial Discrimination

Lucero Ibarra Rojas
Identity in Cultural Policy and the Marketing of the Pluricultural State: México’s Cultural Policy in the Context of Globalization and the Obscured Political Questions*

Elizabeth Craig
What next for the Right to Self-Identify in Post-Conflict Societies?

Stream: Ideology, Hegemony and Law: An East/West Perspective  Fulton Building Room 104

9am - 10.30am  Session 3 (Chair: Jacek Srokosz)

Carys Hughes
‘A-legal Space’ as a Mode of Counter-Hegemonic Resistance

Michał Galedek
Polish Intellectual Elites in the Face of West-European Industrialisation and Liberalism at the Turn of 18th and 19th Century

Tatiana Borisova [via skype]
The Russian Legal Tradition As a Means of Political Struggle

10.30am – 11.00am  Coffee Break  Fulton Building Foyer
11am - 12.30pm  Parallel Streams 4

Stream: Law and Neoliberalism  Fulton Building Room 101

11am - 12.30pm  Session 3 (Chair: Chris Butler)

Toomas Kotkas
Privatization of Social Care Services in Finland and the Emergence of New Supervisory Mechanisms

Francisco Ferrao
Neoliberalism and the Privatization of Punishment: the Case of For-profit Prisons in the US and the UK

Erin Ferguson
Shedding Light on Transparency: Neoliberalism and Access to Information

Stream: Law - Capital - Pacification  Fulton Building Room 103

11am - 12.30pm  Session 2 (Chair: George Rigakos)

Parastou Saberi
On the Space of Social War: The Politics of Space, the Politiques des Races and Colonial Pacification

Tyler Wall
The Teeth of the Law: Pacification, Urban Space, and the Police Dog

Philippe Zourgane
Programming the landscape

Stream: Identity Politics and Human Rights  Fulton Building Room 114

11am - 12.30pm  Session 1 (Chair: Elizabeth Craig)

Norin Mac Namara
Judith Butler – The Relation between Convergent Temporalities and Identity Politics

Qudsia Mirza
Gender Equality and Justice in Islamic Law: Methodological Potential and Problems

Kimberley Brayson
Revisiting Sahin v Turkey: secularism, public order, neoliberalism

Stream: Political Struggle and Performative Rights  Fulton Building Room 107

11am - 12.30pm  Session 2 (Chair: Lara Montesinos-Coleman)

Adam Lindsay
The Impossible Location of the People: A Genealogy of the Constituent Power

Anja Eleveld
Claiming care rights as a performative act
Louiza Odysseos
Claiming rights in the Bhopal gas disaster: acts of resistance, masks of rightlessness

**Stream: State in *Situ*? Rethinking the Trial**

Fulton Building Room 113

**11am - 12.30pm**

**Session 2 (Chair: Kanika Sharma)**

*Stewart Motha*
Mistaken Judgments

*Hannah Franzki*
Dialectical Images: Unsettling the Legal Production of the Criminal State

*Başak Ertür*
The State of Conspiracy: Turkey's "Deep State" Trials

**Stream: Beyond the Law: State of Exception and the Powers of Capital**

Fulton Building Room 104

**11am - 12.30pm**

**Session 1 (Chair: Cosmin Sebastian Cercel)**

*Corina Dobo*

*Letícia Garcia Ribeiro Dyniewicz*
State of Exception in Carl Schmitt and Walter Benjamin: Is there A Possibility for Human Action?

*Andrew Goffey*
Lex Informatica? Critical Considerations of the Code/Law Nexus

*Oliver Watts*
How to be a revolutionary advertiser: London Riots 2011 [Skype presentation]

**Stream: The Symbolic Force of Law and Feminism. A Decolonial Perspective.**

Fulton Building Room 201

**11am - 12.30pm**

**Session 2 (Chair: Marinella Macahado Araújo)**

*Bárbara Lobo*
The “Underworld” of Prostitution from the Perspective of Human Rights

*Mitchell Travis*
Bodily Integrity and Legal Personhood

**Stream: Equity In Crisis**

Fulton Building Room 202

**11am - 12.30pm**

**Session 2 (Chair: Rob Herian)**

*Adam Gearey*
Chaotic Equity? Market Rationality, Ethics and Commodification

*Nick Piška*
Aristotle’s Pharmacy: Towards a Critique of Equity, Trusts and Financial Capitalism
Fernanda Farina
The Brazilian Experience in the Expansion of Judicial Power: Is Equity Adjudication in Civil Law Countries a Distortion or a Tendency?

John Picton
Charitable Trusts: A Form of Inequality

Stream: Chaotic Property 
Fulton Building Room 203

11am - 12.30pm 
Session 1 (Chair: Andreas Kotsakis)

Lucy Finchett-Maddock
Chaotic Property

Helen Carr
Inaugurating an era of housing dystopias? Forty years since the publication of J.G. Ballard’s High Rise

Cylan Begüm Yildiz
“We are United”: Analyzing the Gezi Occupation

Stream: Ideology, Hegemony and Law: An East/West Perspective
Fulton Building Room 213

11am - 12.30pm 
Session 4 (Chair: Paulina Święcicka)

Shuichi Takahashi
Chaotic Attitudes Towards Law and Legal Institutions: Japanese Justice System Reform from a Law and Society Perspective

Jacek Srokosz,
Lawyers in Contemporary Poland: Guardians of Hegemonic Status Quo or the Agents of Social Change?

Giorgia Baldi
The Veil that Reveal

Stream: Critiquing Crime
Fulton Building Room 214

11am - 12.30pm 
Session 4 (Chair: Tanya Palmer)

Nadine El-Enany
“Innocence charged with guilt”: The criminalisation of protest from Peterloo to Millbank

Konstancja Duff
Beneath the court-room, the beach

Chris Lloyd
A retort to Norrie: Derrida, Law, and the ‘socio-historical’

12.40pm – 1.50pm 
Lunch 
Dine Central Bramber House
2pm – 3.30pm **Parallel Streams 5**

Stream: Law and Neoliberalism  
*Fulton Building Room 101*

2pm – 3.30pm **Session 4 (Chair: Kenneth Veitch)**

*Enrique Prieto Rios*
*Neoliberalism: the Ideology Shaping International Investment Law*

*Renginee G. Pillay and David Quentin*
*Predatory Capital and the Irresponsible State: a Critical Decoding of Mandatory CSR at the ‘Gateway to Africa’*

*Mika Viljanen*
*Going Zombie. The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) after the Collapse of Risk*

**Stream: Law - Capital - Pacification**  
*Fulton Building Room 103*

2pm – 3.30pm **Session 3 (Chair: Tyler Wall)**

*David Meinen*
*Aid as Pacification: Rethinking Humanitarian Intervention in Haiti*

*George S. Rigakos,*
*Business Improvement as Urban Pacification*

*Stuart Schrader*
*Globalizing the Great Society: Participation and Pacification in the United States and Beyond*

**Stream: State in *Situ*? Rethinking the Trial**  
*Fulton Building Room 113*

2pm – 3.30pm **Session 3 (Chair: Stewart Motha)**

*Kanika Sharma*
*The Image of the Sovereign: Creating the Colonial Legal Subject in India*

*Ozan Kamiloğlu*
*The Ethical Turn: Loss of the Political and New Aesthetics of Justice*

*Marcus De Matos*
*Law, Image, Trial: On the construction of truth and evidence from the perspectives of legal theory and of a theory of the image*

**Stream: Identifying the Global South: Law, power, subjectivity and liberation**  
*Fulton Building Room 114*

2pm – 3.30pm **Session 1 (Chair: Ricardo Sanín Restrepo)**

*Heiner Fechner*
*Venezuela: Field of Popular Power and Transformative Constitutionalism*

*Lucero Ibarra Rojas*
*Epistemic Global South: obscured knowledges and the hidden colonialism of the minds*
Kojo Koram
The Apostasy of Southern Disobedience: Latin America, Drugs and the (im)possibilities of International Law

Stream: Chaotic Property
Fulton Building Room 203
2pm – 3.30pm Session 2 (Chair: Lucy Finchett-Maddock)

Vito De Lucia
Chaotic property, the Commons and Altermodernity

Andreas Kotsakis
Chaotic Subjectivities at the Corporate Galleries of the Neoliberal City

Adam Gearey
A Slow Procession of Spiritual Shapes - Zombie Hegelianism, the Market and the Psychic Chaos of Property

Stream: Ideology, Hegemony and Law: An East/West Perspective
Fulton Building Room 213
2pm – 3.30pm Session 5 (Chair: Marija Bartl)

Jakub Łakomy
Legal Interpretation and the Political: Hegemonic Struggles for Meaning

Markéta Klusoňová
Legal Understanding of Brands: A Critical Perspective

Paweł Snopek
The Soothing Fantasy of Neoliberal Freedom and Its Vision of a Just and Post-Political Society: A Critique of Leszek Balcerowicz’s “Discovering Freedom”

Stream: Critiquing Crime
Fulton Building Room 214
2pm – 3.30pm Session 5 (Chair: Karen Brennan)

Stavros Demetriou
The politicisation of the criminal law: challenges faced in a risk-driven society

Jamie Grace
‘Death pennies’, and pardons for dead men: Difficulties with remembering the heroic dead and with forgetting the deviant living

Xue Yang
The shifts of criminal policy in China

3.30pm - 4pm Coffee Break Fulton Building Foyer
4pm - 6pm  Plenary Session 2  Fulton Building Lecture Theatre A

(Chair: Kimberley Brayson)

Mark Devenney
Towards an Improper Politics: Thinking Resistance Today

Maria Drakopoulou
Of Critique, Biopolitics and Sexual Difference

Nina Power
The Death of Public Life and the Rise of Public Order

7.30pm - 11pm  Conference Dinner  Palm Court Restaurant, Brighton Pier
Saturday 6th September

9am – 10.30am  Parallel Streams 6

Stream: General stream  Fulton Building Room 101

9am – 10.30am  Session 8 (Chair: Tarik Kochi)

Laura Lehua Yim
Effacing Law with Chaos: Contesting Jurisdiction in the Hawaiian Islands

Niraj Shrestha
Judiciary and Quasi-judiciary bodies and lucidities of legal decision making process

Naheed Ghauri
The Qur’anic Model (QM): A Praxiological Study of Religious Tribunals in the United Kingdom (UK)

Stream: Law – Capital – Pacification  Fulton Building Room 103

9am – 10.30am  Session 4 (Chair: Parastou Saberi)

Ayshwarya Rajith Sriskanda Rajah
‘Anything is Fair’: Liberal Emergency in Sri Lanka

Will Jackson
Policing anti-fracking protests: primitive accumulation and the pacification of disruptive subjects

Deniz Özçetin
Law as Pacification: Street Crime and Police Discretion in Turkey

Stream: Beyond the Law: State of Exception and the Powers of capital  Fulton Building Room 104

9am – 10.30am  Session 2 (Chair: Andrew Goffey)

Cosmin Sebastian Cercel
Beyond Exception: Law, State of Siege and the Tradition of the Oppressed

Alex Cistelecan
Agamben with Marx: a Necessary but rather Unlikely Encounter [Skype presentation]

Dimitrios Kivotidis
From Political Theology to Political Economy: A Dialectical Analysis of the State of Exception

Stream: Political struggle and Performative Rights  Fulton Building Room 107

9am – 10.30am  Session 3 (Chair: Anja Eleveld)

Anthony J. Langlois
Performing Human Rights: the meaning of rights in the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights

Julie Billaud and Jane K. Cowan
Relevant yet (almost) invisible: NGOs’ interventions in the UPR

Susanna Lindroos-Hovinheimo
Non-Identity and the Right to be Forgotten
**Marisa N. Fassi**
Grassroots legislation: a participatory platform for political engagement in law-making processes

**Stream: General Stream**
Fulton Building Room 113

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9am – 10.30am</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Kimberley Brayson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Valerie King**
Constructing Victims in the International Criminal Court: A Critical Discourse Analysis

**Garrett Lecoq**
Get thee to a Nunnery: Examining Neoliberal Governance Through Canadian Prostitution Law

**Daniel Ohana**
Resisting Homogenisation: Freedom, Justice, and the Punishment of Participants in Crime

**Stream: General Stream**
Fulton Building Room 201

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9am – 10.30am</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Lilian Moncrieff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**David Watson**
The Approved Mental Health Professional in a time of Austerity

**John Lee**
The Privatisation of the Criminal Justice System

**Qiang Ren**
Political power behind the chaos practice of exceptions in international investment agreements (IIAs): a fresh look at arbitral practice and policy developments in treaty-making

**Stream: General Stream**
Fulton Building Room 202

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9am – 10.30am</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Bonnie Holligan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ana Lucia Pretto Pereira**
Politics and law: the universal principle in law making

**Konrad Kobylński**
The Constraints of Judicial Behaviour in Judges’ Decision Making

**Katarzyna Grotkowska**
Paternalism as an example of liberty limiting principle on the line of private law – public law distinction. Definition and classification

**Stream: Defend, Occupy, or Shut Down? Resisting (in) HE**
Fulton Building Room 203

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9am – 10.30am</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Maïa Pal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Soo Tian Lee**
Hidden Options: Unravelling the Divisions on Strategies of Resistance/Construction in HE

**Maïa Pal**
Is HE a Public Space? Occupying universities for asylum seekers in France

**Jelena Timotijevic**
The role of judiciary in the politics of struggle on university campuses
Round table: Space, Movement, Control: The Case of the Greek Detention Centres and Practices  
Fulton Building Room 213

9am – 11.30am (Chair: Thanos Zartaloudis)

Platon Issaias, TU Delft & Bartlett School of Architecture

Thanos Zartaloudis, Birkbeck College, University of London

Stream: Critiquing Crime  
Fulton Building Room 214

9am – 10.30am Session 6 (Chair: Tanya Palmer)

Paulo de Brito  
A New Role for Victims Within Criminal Jurisdiction: Towards a Restorative Justice Approach

Ramani Garimella  
Indeterminacy in Criminal Law - Justice for Victims of Caste Violence

Jeffrey Kennedy  
Exploring ‘Ownership ’ of Conflict: Re-Imagining Legal Wrongs in a New World Order

10.30am – 11am Coffee Break  
Fulton Building Foyer

11am – 12.30pm Parallel Streams 7

Stream: Commodification, Global Capitalism and Liberal Democracy  
Fulton Building Room 101

11am – 12.30pm Session 1 (Chair: Steven L. Winter)

Steven L. Winter  
The Commodification of the Lifeworld

Pascale Cornut St-Pierre  
Reinventing the Bundle of Rights: Financial Innovation and Legal Work

Lilian Moncrieff  
Commodification and the problem of corporate social responsibility

Stream: Law – Capital – Pacification  
Fulton Building Room 103

11am – 12.30pm Session 5 (Chair: Campbell Munro)

Aslı Çalkıvik  
Time of “Homo Securus”: Investigating the Perverse Temporal Logic of Pacification and of Capital

Biriz Berksoy,  
The State and Universities in Turkey: The Surveillance/Repression Network and the Kurdish Political Movement

R. Paul Datta  
Law and Optimism for “Zombies”: Concerning Futurity, Precariousness and Pacification
Stream: Ideology, Hegemony and Law: An East/West Perspective  Fulton Building Room 104

11am – 12.30pm  Session 6 (Chair: Jakub Łakomy)

Wojciech Zomerski
Ideology in Modern Times: Three Ideological Lies Behind Universal Human Rights

Lidia Rodak [via skype]
Structural Violence in Law and its gender dimension. The case of Polish law

Liviu Damşa [via skype]
Post-communist Privatisation in Central and Eastern Europe: An Incomprehensible Neoliberal Project

Stream: General Stream  Fulton Building Room 113

11am – 12.30pm  Session 12 (Chair: Elizabeth Craig)

Sinéad Ring
Innocence, Agency and Reclaiming the Past

Jack Clayton Thompson and Victoria Brooks
Transgender Freedom and the Law: A Liberal-Poststructural Discussion on McNally

Adrienne Barnett
The Expulsion of Law from Family Disputes in the Era of the Litigant in Person – The Ultimate ‘Rational’ Decision?

Stream: Identifying the Global south: Law, power, subjectivity and liberation  Fulton Building Room 114

11am – 12.30pm  Session 3 (Chair: Ricardo Sanin Restrepo)

Enrique Prieto-Rios
International Investment Law Encrypted

Ricardo Sanín Restrepo
Democracy to its Nth Potency.

Aleida Hernández Cervantes
The rise of a transnational juridical pluralism and its effects on human rights

Vitor Burgo
Are the protests a wrong way to struggle for human rights?

Stream: General Stream  Fulton Building Room 201

11am – 12.30pm  Session 13 (Chair: Stephen Connolly)

Sheela Rai
State and Market: A Collaboration for Social Justice

Kamal Prasad Khanal
Politics, Politician and Political Struggle for Democracy in Nepal

Ida Petretta
Are we living in the era of comparison?
Stream: Chaotic Property

Fulton Building Room 213

11am – 12.30pm

Session 3 (Chair: Adam Geary)

*Bonnie Holligan*

Property, commodification and ‘natural capital’

*Craig Lind*

Exploring the Idea of Value in Personal Relationships to Inform Decisions about the Distribution of Property on Divorce

*David Thomas*

Rights, Property, Freedom

Stream: Critiquing Crime

Fulton Building Room 214

11am – 12.30pm

Session 7 (Chair: Tanya Palmer)

*Aisling O’Sullivan*

Universal Jurisdiction in International law: The Battle for Hegemony

*Ivan Mugabi*

The changing rules of actus rea and mens rea in deciding liability among combatants

*Ioannis Rodopoulos*

Continental Criminal Law Systems between Dogmatic and Casuistic Reason in Times of Social Crises: Legitimate Individualisation of Punishment or Justification of Exception?

12.30pm – 1.30pm

General Business Meeting

Fulton Building Lecture Theatre A

Post conference drinks at The Prince Albert Pub, Trafalgar St, Brighton, (street running below Brighton train station)